
Assistant Editor [if we have one]

Copy Editor [editing all writing in the book]

Design Editor [responsible for building our overall design and consistency]

Photography Editor [responsible for organizing and planning photo assignments]

Business Manager [responsible for business and senior ads as well as yearbook sales]

What do you believe is the role of this position on yearbook [beyond what is mentioned

above], and why do you want the role? What do you bring to the table that would make

our staff better, make our book better by your fulfilling this role?

What strengths do you possess that you can bring to this position? What makes you the

right person?

Show us something that says, “I’m the one”. It can be a plan, an artistic piece, a spread

or page...Describe and discuss it.

You will have to work closely with others, motivate them in many cases, and sometimes

be the strong leader. Describe a situation where you had to motivate people or work

through a difficult communication or gap with someone.

NEOMEGA EDITORIAL POSITION

APPLICATION

 
Hello!

We need leaders who lead by example, who possess expertise, passion, and abilities in

leadership, organization, editing, and many other traits. We need people of various talents

and skills, but always willing to learn, grow and adapt. We are looking for someone who is

willing to take a risk in being a leader and take on new challenges!

 

Once you complete this form, please return it directly to Ms. Marquez in Room 152 [or her

mailbox in the office]. Place answers on a separate sheet. Due by March 30, 2020. Also,

you must fill out a regular staff application before submitting this one. You can attach them

if you want.

 

Circle Position Desired:

 

Please answer the following questions on separate paper [attaching this one] using as

much detail and discussion as you deem appropriate:

1.

2.

3.

4.

 

 

 


